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Abstract
Background—Dopamine signaling in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) is essential for goal-directed
behaviors and primarily arises from burst firing of ventral tegmental area (VTA) neurons. However,
the role of associative neural substrates such as the basolateral amygdala (BLA) in regulating phasic
dopamine release in the NAc, particularly during reward-seeking, remains unknown.
Methods—Male Sprague-Dawley rats learned to discriminate two cues; a discriminative stimulus
(DS) that predicted sucrose reinforcement contingent upon a lever press, and a non-associated
stimulus (NS) that predicted a second lever never reinforced with sucrose. Following training, a test
session was completed in which NAc dopamine was measured using fast-scan cyclic voltammetry
in conjunction with inactivation of the ipsilateral BLA (GABA agonists; baclofen/muscimol) to
determine the contribution of BLA activity to dopamine release in the NAc core during the task.
Results—Under vehicle conditions, DS and NS presentation elicited dopamine release within the
NAc core. The DS evoked significantly more dopamine than the NS. Inactivation of the BLA
selectively attenuated the magnitude of DS-evoked dopamine release, concurrent with an attenuation
of DS-evoked conditioned approaches. Other behavioral responses (e.g., lever pressing) and
dopamine release concomitant with those events were unaltered by BLA inactivation. Furthermore,
neither VTA electrically-stimulated dopamine release nor the probability of high concentration
dopamine release events was altered following BLA inactivation.
Conclusions—These results demonstrate that the BLA terminally modulates dopamine signals
within the NAc core under specific, behaviorally-relevant conditions, illustrating a functional
mechanism by which the BLA selectively facilitates responding to motivationally salient
environmental stimuli.
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The ability of an organism to successfully pursue, procure and consume rewards is a critical
determinant of survival. Organisms learn to assign value to relevant environmental stimuli that
are associated with successful reward-seeking behavior. These associations can produce
marked changes in an organism's ability to direct and guide future decisions. Numerous lines
of research have demonstrated that reward learning is mediated by a distributed network of
brain nuclei including the nucleus accumbens (NAc) and its midbrain dopaminergic input from
the ventral tegmental area (VTA). Furthermore, dysfunction of associative learning processes
within this network appears to underlie aspects of compulsive drug-seeking and addiction
(1-3).
The importance of NAc dopamine to reward-seeking behaviors is clear (4), particularly in the
acquisition and expression of learned associations (5,6), responding to reward-paired cues
(7), and reward-related decision making (8). VTA dopamine neurons that project to the NAc
signal critical determinants of expected reward value (9), and we have demonstrated terminal
dopamine release within the NAc during the presentation of rewards and reward-predictive
stimuli (10,11). Nevertheless, very little is known regarding neural substrates that regulate NAc
phasic dopamine release during behavior.
Phasic dopamine release arises primarily from burst-firing of VTA dopamine neurons (12),
and both its development (13,14) and disruption (15) correlate with changes in learned reward-
related behaviors. Phasic dopamine signals are critical for motivated behaviors as VTA-
mediated dopamine transmission within the NAc is both necessary for behavioral responses to
reward-predictive cues (7) and sufficient for reward-related conditioning (16). However, post-
synaptic signals in NAc neurons are not driven by dopamine alone (17), but through a complex
integration of glutamatergic afferent input with concurrent dopaminergic signals (17,18). As
such, a critical question is whether glutamatergic afferents influence NAc dopamine release at
the terminal level to functionally alter responding to reward-predictive stimuli.
The basolateral amygdala (BLA), a structure linked with associative learning (19,20), is
anatomically positioned to modulate the terminal release of dopamine (21). Furthermore, BLA-
NAc interactions are critical for reward-seeking (22,23), and BLA activity can significantly
alter NAc cellular responding (24,25). As such, it has been proposed that BLA activity
contributes to phasic dopamine release within the NAc (26). However, BLA-dependent
facilitation of dopamine within the NAc has been shown in anesthetized animals (27), or during
longer temporal measurements (28) which may not reflect the rapid time-scale of behaviorally
significant events. Further, studies in behaving animals have been unable to confirm that this
modulation occurs in a behaviorally relevant manner (29,30).
Here, we used fast-scan cyclic voltammetry within the NAc coupled to microinfusion into the
BLA of GABAA and GABAB agonists (muscimol 0.03 nmol and baclofen 0.3 nmol in 0.3μL)
(31) to determine the functional contribution of the BLA to phasic dopamine release in the
NAc during a discriminative-stimulus operant task. Our results provide a critical
characterization of afferent modulation of phasic dopamine signaling at the terminal level in
the NAc, and demonstrate a functionally relevant mechanism by which the BLA can selectively
facilitate responding to motivationally salient events.
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Male Sprague-Dawley rats (n=9) (Harlan; 90–120 d; 260–350 g) were used and individually
housed with a 12 h/12 h light/dark cycle. Rats were surgically prepared for voltammetric
recordings as described previously (10). A guide cannula was stereotaxically positioned above
the NAc core (1.3-1.5 mm anterior, 1.3 mm lateral from bregma) and a bipolar stimulating
electrode in the VTA (5.2 mm posterior, 1.0 mm lateral from bregma, 7 mm ventral from brain).
A Ag/AgCl reference electrode was placed contralateral to the stimulating electrode in the left
forebrain. Another guide cannula (Plastics One) was implanted 2 mm above the BLA (2.7-3.1
mm posterior, 4.9-5.0 lateral from bregma). Body weights were maintained at no less than 85%
of pre-experimental levels by food restriction (10–25 g of Purina laboratory chow daily, and
approximately 1 g of sucrose consumed during task) except during the post-operative recovery
period when food was given ad libitum. All procedures were approved by the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Apparatus
Experimental sessions occurred in 43 × 43 × 53 cm Plexiglas chambers housed within sound-
attenuating boxes (Medical Associates, St. Albans, VT, USA). Two symmetrically located
retractable levers (Colburn Instruments, Allentown, PA, USA) were placed 17 cm apart on one
wall of the chamber. Cue-lights were positioned above each lever. A food receptacle was
centered between the levers, 2.5 cm from the floor. A house-light was centrally located on the
wall opposite the food receptacle and levers, 2 cm from the ceiling.
Fast-scan cyclic voltammetry
Voltammetric recording procedures have been described previously (10). Briefly, on the test
day, a carbon-fiber electrode was lowered into the NAc core. The potential of the electrode
was held at -0.4 V versus the Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Voltammetric recordings were
made every 100 ms by applying a triangular waveform that drove the potential to +1.3 V and
back. The current arising from the double-layer capacitance and oxidation and reduction of
surface functional groups on the carbon-fiber was removed by background subtraction. The
background period (500 ms) was obtained at the minima for the dopamine signal 5 s prior to
event onset. Prior to the session, dopamine release was electrically evoked by stimulating the
VTA (24 biphasic pulses, 60 Hz, 120 μA, 2 ms per phase) to ensure that carbon-fiber electrodes
were placed close to release sites. VTA stimulation was repeated following both treatments
and following the experiment to verify electrode stability and to obtain the training set for
principal component analysis. The sensitivity of the electrodes was determined upon
completion of the session using a previously established protocol (32). The electrode was
removed from the brain and placed in a flow injection apparatus employing TRIS buffer (TRIS
buffer contained (in mm): TRIS, 15; NaCl, 126; KCl, 2.5; NaHCO3, 25; CaCl2, 2.4;
NaH2PO4, 1.2; MgCl2, 1.2; Na2SO4, 2.0; and was adjusted to pH 7.4 at the electrode). Four
concentrations of dopamine (0.5μM, 0.75μM, 1 μM, and 2 μM) were evaluated. The calibration
factors averaged 15.0 nA/μM for dopamine.
Behavioral task
One week later, rats were trained on a discriminative stimulus task (8-12 days) followed by a
single test session. Rats discriminated two tones associated with spatially distinct levers. One
tone (2750 Hz or 1000 Hz; discriminative stimulus; DS) was presented for 500 ms accompanied
by illumination of a cue-light above lever 1 (Fig. 1a). Three seconds after DS onset lever 1 was
extended; depression (triangle; Fig. 1a) resulted in lever retraction, termination of the cue-light,
and sucrose pellet delivery (45mg). A second distinctive tone (alternate Hz; non-associated
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stimulus; NS) was presented for 500 ms with the associated cue-light above lever 2; 3 s later
lever 2 was extended. Depression of this lever resulted in lever retraction, cue-light termination
but no sucrose. Levers were extended into the chamber for 15 s and if no response was made,
the lever was retracted and the cue-light terminated. DS or NS trials were semi-randomly
presented on a variable inter-trial interval (vITI, average = 15s). Rats fully consumed all earned
pellets.
Following training, one test session was completed in two phases (Fig. 1b). Phase 1 consisted
of unilateral infusion of either vehicle (VEH; 0.3μL of sterile saline 0.9% NaCl) or baclofen/
muscimol (BM; 0.3/.03nmol in 0.3μL VEH; Sigma Aldrich) directly into the BLA via a 28
gauge injection cannulae (Plastics One). This dose was chosen based on prior work showing:
1) that it effectively inhibits neural activity (33,34) and 2) that it allows the discrimination of
specific neural substrates underlying reward-seeking behavior (31). Microinfusions were made
over a 1 min period using a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus), and injectors remained in place
for 1 minute following infusion. Animals were then given 5 min recovery followed by five
VTA stimulations (24 biphasic pulses, 60 Hz, 120 μA, 2 ms per phase) and a 60 trial period
(30 DS, 30 NS), followed by a recovery phase. Phase 2 consisted of microinfusion of the
alternate infusate into the BLA, stimulation collection, another 60 trial period and a subsequent
recovery phase. Order of infusate was counter-balanced across animals.
Data analysis
Several behavioral measures were examined: the DS and NS approach response ratios, the DS
response latency, and the number of overall responses on the DS- and NS-levers. Approach
responses were analyzed through video analyses, wherein an approach was defined as a directed
movement or orienting of the animals head into the cue-lever region of the chamber (2in. ×
2in. surrounding lever) during the DS or NS presentation, but prior to the lever presentation.
The latency to reach the sucrose delivery well, and the sucrose consumption period (defined
as time in which the rats head remained over the sucrose delivery well) were also scored via
video analysis. Response latencies and lever presses were recorded via computer. A within-
subjects repeated-measures ANOVA was used to compare lever pressing across training
sessions. Bonferroni post hoc tests compared replicate means across cue condition. Cue-evoked
approach percentages were compared using paired t-tests across VEH and BM conditions. Cue-
evoked lever responses were compared using paired t-tests.
Principal component regression was used to extract the dopamine component from the
voltammetric data (35). Training sets constructed from representative, background-subtracted
cyclic voltammograms for dopamine and pH allow for principal component regression on data
collected during the behavioral session, described previously (10). Changes in NAc dopamine
concentration ([DA]) were evaluated using a one-way repeated measures ANOVA with
Dunnett's post hoc test for multiple comparisons of 100-ms time bins (7s post-cue) to a single
baseline window (mean [DA] from 5 s pre-cue onset). The average peak change in [DA] was
determined for both DS and NS for each animal and statistically compared via Student's paired
t-tests.
The average peak change in [DA] was determined for the DS, NS, or stimulation for each
animal across both VEH and BM treatments (i.e. all trials for a given animal were averaged to
provide a single [DA] trace), and this average was statistically compared via Student's paired
t-tests. Differences in [DA] relative to lever extension or lever press were similarly examined
by determining the peak change in [DA] in the 2s following onset and comparing it to pre-cue
baseline using Student's paired t-tests. For sucrose consumption, [DA] was averaged across
the consumption period, then compared between treatments using Student's paired t-tests.
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Dopamine release events occur independently of any overt behavioral stimuli (36,37). To
determine the effect of BLA activity on the likelihood of high [DA] release events, every 100
ms sample from each trial for each rat was time-stamped if it contained a concentration increase
of 40 nM or higher. This threshold represents the average value of spontaneous dopamine
release events (36) that are a result of burst firing of VTA dopamine neurons (12). Furthermore,
this [DA] is within the range of affinities for high-affinity D1 receptor (38). With these data,
the probability of [DA] concentrations exceeding 40 nM was calculated (Prob40). A two-way
ANOVA was used to identify main effects of epoch (baseline versus DS) and treatment (VEH
versus BM). Bonferroni post hoc tests for multiple comparisons were used to identify
significant differences within epoch and treatment.
Statistical significance was designated at p < 0.05. All statistical analyses were carried out
using Graphpad Prism 4.0 for Windows (Graphpad Software) or SPSS version 17.0 for
Windows (SPSS).
For a description of the methods for histological verification of electrode and microinfusion
placements and a diagram showing those placements see Figure S1 in Supplement 1.
Results
Acquisition of stimulus-controlled behavior
Rats learned the discriminative stimulus task over 8-12 sessions. A two-way repeated measures
ANOVA of the final six sessions revealed a significant main effect of session (F(5,60) = 12.52;
p<0.0001) and cue (F(1,60) = 42.69; p<0.0001) on the percentage of cue-trials with an operant
response (Fig. 1c). Post hoc comparisons revealed a significant difference between percentage
of cue-trials with an operant response over the final three days of training (p<0.05). The final
training response ratios were 100 ± 0 for the DS and 27.8 ± 7.6 for the NS trials.
DS- and NS-evoked dopamine release in the NAc core
After training, both the DS and NS evoked dopamine signals in the NAc core under VEH
conditions. Figure 2a and b shows [DA] changes during a single DS and NS trial from a
representative animal following VEH treatment. Figure 2c shows the average [DA] for both
cues across all animals. The DS produced an immediate increase in [DA] (F(6,70) = 11.92,
p<0.0001). Peak DS-evoked [DA] occurred 560 ± 50 ms after DS onset, reaching an average
peak of 83 ± 16 nM and remained elevated throughout the operant response (Bonferroni post-
hoc p<0.05), although there was no significant further increase at the lever extension (dashed
line), lever press (triangle) or during sucrose consumption. NS presentation evoked a lesser,
yet significant increase in [DA] (F(6,70) = 22.61; p<0.0001). The peak NS-evoked [DA] of 38
± 8 nM occurred 470 ± 40 ms after NS onset, and then rapidly returned to baseline levels, with
no significant increase following the lever extension. The latency to peak [DA] was not
different between cues (t(6) = 1.87, p=0.11). Importantly, the average peak [DA] evoked by
the DS was significantly larger than that evoked by the NS (t(6) = 3.55, p=0.012; Fig. 2d).
BLA modulation of DS-evoked behavior and NAc dopamine release
To determine the contribution of BLA activity to DS-evoked behavior and NAc dopamine
signaling, we pharmacologically inactivated the BLA with BM. Figure 3a shows the percentage
of DS trials in which an animal made a conditioned approach response to the cue (i.e.,
approached the DS-associated lever prior to extension), and paired t-tests demonstrate that BM
significantly attenuated DS-evoked approaches (t(8) = 2.456; p=0.04; VEH 95.7 ± 1.75; BM
67.9 ± 11.4). Despite the reduction in cue-evoked approach, BM did not alter the ability to
perform the instrumental response once initiated, as the percentage of trials with a DS lever
response was unaltered (t(8) = 1.43; p=0.19; VEH 100.0 ± 0.0; BM 95.2 ± 4.8; Fig. 3b). The
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latency to respond was not significantly altered following BLA inactivation, although there
was an increase (t(8) = 1.95; p=0.09; VEH 489 ms ± 57; BM 832 ms ± 148; data not shown).
Furthermore, BLA inactivation did not alter the ability of the rats to consume the sucrose, nor
the sucrose consumption duration (t(6) = 1.68; p=0.14; VEH 2.23 s ± 0.23; BM 1.88 s ± 0.12).
Concomitant with decreased DS-evoked approaches, we found a significant attenuation of DS-
evoked dopamine. Figure 3c shows the average [DA] traces aligned to DS-onset following
VEH and BM treatment (left panel) and also aligned to the DS lever press (right panel) across
all animals. Paired t-tests showed that BLA inactivation significantly decreased the peak
magnitude of DS-evoked [DA] (t(6) = 2.587; p=0.04; VEH 83 ± 16 nM versus BM 61 ± 14
nM; Fig. 3d). However, [DA] following lever insertion (indicated by dashed line; left panel
Fig. 3c) was unaltered by BLA inactivation (t(6) = 1.07; p=0.32). Furthermore, Figure 3c (right
panel) shows the average [DA] traces aligned to the DS-evoked lever press (denoted by
triangle) following VEH and BM treatment across all animals. BLA inactivation had no
significant effect on peak [DA] following the DS-related lever press (t(6) = 0.214; p=0.83; VEH
42 ± 8 nM versus BM 43 ± 10 nM; Fig. 3e) nor did it alter [DA] during the sucrose consumption
period (data not shown; t(6) = 0.79; p=0.45).
BLA modulation of NS-evoked behavior and NAc dopamine release
BLA inactivation had no effect on behavioral responses related to the NS. That is, neither the
percentage of trials with an NS-evoked conditioned approach response (t(8) = 1.13; p=0.29;
Figure 4a), nor the percentage of NS trials with a lever press were altered following BLA
inactivation (t(8) = 0.99; p=0.35; Figure 4b). Figure 4c shows the average [DA] traces aligned
to NS-onset (time 0) following VEH and BM treatment across all animals. No significant
difference was observed in the peak [DA] evoked by the NS between VEH or BM treatments
(t(6) = 1.73; p=0.13; VEH 38 ± 8 nM BM 27 ± 4 nM; Figure 4d).
BLA modulation of VTA-mediated NAc dopamine release
Next, we examined the mechanism of BLA modulation of dopamine release in the NAc. One
possibility is that BLA modulation of NAc dopamine is mediated indirectly through actions
on dopamine neurons in the VTA. If so, BLA inactivation should affect VTA electrically-
stimulated dopamine release in the NAc (12). Figure 5a shows the average [DA] following
electrical stimulation of the VTA (24 biphasic pulses, 60 Hz, 120 μA, 2 ms per phase), during
both VEH and BM treatments. The peak VTA-evoked stimulated [DA] was not significantly
different between VEH and BM treatments (t(5) = 0.479, p>0.05).
Likewise, if BLA modulation of NAc dopamine is mediated via the VTA, a concurrent
reduction in the probability of large concentration (>40nM; Prob40) dopamine release events
in response to the DS should be observed, since dopamine release of this magnitude reflect
synchronous burst firing of VTA neurons (12,39). Thus, we assessed the effect of BLA
inactivation on the probability of high [DA] release events during two event-related time
epochs (baseline: 5s period prior to DS onset; DS: 3s period following DS onset; Fig. 6a) across
both VEH and BM treatments. An example of a representative trial is illustrated in Figure 6a.
Note the occurrence of one naturally occurring large dopamine release event during the baseline
period as well as a large DS-evoked dopamine release event. Across all animals, two-way
repeated measures ANOVA (epoch × treatment) revealed a significant main effect of epoch
(F(1,12) = 62.24; p<0.0001), but no main effect of treatment (F(1,12) = 1.16; p=0.30) on
Prob40 (Figure 6b) Further, post hoc analyses revealed that BLA inactivation did not alter the
Prob40 during either the baseline epochs (p>0.05; VEH 0.33 ± 0.05, BM 0.38 ± 0.02) or DS
epochs (p>0.05; VEH .078 ± 0.06, BM 0.81 ± 0.05). These data indicate that BLA modulation
of DS-related NAc dopamine release events are not the result of alterations in burst firing of
VTA dopamine neurons.
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We examined the contribution of BLA activity to NAc core dopamine during a cued sucrose
reinforcement task. The DS, which predicted access to the reinforced lever, evoked
significantly higher phasic dopamine than the NS, which predicted access to a non-reinforced
lever. Pharmacological inactivation of the BLA selectively attenuated DS-evoked dopamine,
concurrent with an attenuation of DS-evoked conditioned approaches. However, dopamine
measured following NS-onset, lever extensions, lever presses or during sucrose consumption
was unaltered following BLA inactivation. Likewise, VTA electrically-stimulated dopamine
release was unchanged following BLA inactivation. These findings demonstrate that BLA
activity functionally modulates phasic dopamine release within the NAc, through terminally
mediated mechanisms, to facilitate reward-seeking evoked by motivationally salient
environmental stimuli.
The importance of NAc dopamine to reward-seeking behavior has been extensively described
(40,41). The dopaminergic projection from the VTA to the NAc contributes significantly to
cue-evoked behavioral responding (42), and phasic activation of dopaminergic neurons is
sufficient to establish a conditioned place preference (16). Burst firing of dopamine neurons
drives phasic dopamine release within the NAc (12) and these phasic dopamine signals are
time-locked to reward predictive cues within the NAc core (10). Our data are consistent with
previous findings, as we show DS-evoked dopamine release that was significantly higher than
NS-related release (Fig. 2). While our measurements were made following learning, the
differential behavioral responding to the DS and NS is consistent with prior studies showing
that the development of cue-evoked phasic dopamine release correlates with successful
learning of an appetitive task (13) and disruption of phasic dopamine release can selectively
attenuate the acquisition of tasks guided by cues (15).
However, the primary goal of this study was to determine the functional contribution of BLA
activity to ongoing phasic dopamine release within the NAc core. We demonstrate that transient
unilateral reduction of BLA activity causes a selective attenuation in the magnitude of DS-
evoked dopamine (Fig. 3). Previous findings have demonstrated that pre-synaptic glutamate
receptors (43,44) can mediate dopamine release in the striatum in slices (45,46). Further, in
anesthetized preparations (27) and awake microdialysis tests (28), stimulation of the BLA
produces terminally mediated, glutamate-dependent increases in NAc dopamine. BLA neurons
are activated by emotionally salient stimuli (47-50) which in turn drives post-synaptic
excitatory responses in NAc neurons (24,25,51). Our findings indicate that BLA activation to
cues, in addition to driving post-synaptic firing, augments concurrent VTA-mediated phasic
dopamine release within the NAc.
Furthermore, our findings support the hypothesis that BLA modulation of dopamine signaling
occurs at the terminal level within the NAc (26), rather than indirectly through actions on VTA
dopamine neurons. First, any decrease in the global activity of VTA dopamine neurons that is
a consequence of BLA inactivation would result in decreased dopamine release following
electrical stimulation of the VTA (12). We clearly demonstrate that BLA inactivation has no
effect on VTA-evoked stimulated dopamine release in the NAc (Figure 6). Second, if BLA
modulation of NAc dopamine was mediated via the VTA, we would expect a concurrent
reduction in the probability of large concentration dopamine release events in response to the
DS or during the baseline epoch following BLA inactivation, as dopamine transients of this
magnitude (i.e. >40nM) reflect synchronous burst firing of VTA neurons (12). However, BLA
inactivation did not alter the Prob40 during either of these epochs. Together, these data indicate
that BLA modulation of DS-related NAc dopamine release is not the result of alterations in
burst firing of VTA dopamine neurons, but rather mediated, whether monosynaptically or
polysynaptically, through terminal mechanisms within the NAc.
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Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of these data lies in the functional consequence of BLA
modulation of terminal NAc dopamine release. It is thought that the BLA is critical for
maintaining the assigned value of conditioned stimuli, and using this information to guide
subsequent instrumental responding (52). Specifically, disruption of BLA activity does not
alter instrumental conditioning (53) or simple Pavlovian autoshaping (54). However, BLA
manipulation inhibits the formation of a conditioned place preference (55,56), Pavlovian-to-
Instrumental Transfer (57), cue-induced reinstatement (58), second-order conditioning (59,
60), reward devaluation (61,62), and responding on high effort tasks (63). Additionally, BLA
inactivation during an effort-based task biases rats towards low-cost low-reward responding
and decreased the willingness to expend higher effort for rewards suggesting that the BLA
contributes to ascertaining the value of behavioral options (64). Our data are consistent with
those studies, as a transient decrease of BLA activity decreased DS-evoked conditioned
responses, but had no impact on instrumental responding. It is possible that a bilateral
manipulation may have caused a significant disruption of instrumental responding, but our task
required a relatively simple FR1 lever response, which is typically maintained following BLA
manipulation (53,65,66). Further, phasic dopamine may contribute to switching attention to a
salient stimulus (67) since organisms must attend to a salient stimulus in order for it to guide
subsequent behavior and the NAc may play a critical role in this process (68).
At the cellular level, our findings indicate that glutamatergic inputs from the BLA to the NAc
drive post-synaptic signals underlying reward-seeking (25) and augment dopamine release at
the terminal region. This concurrent activation may potentiate specific spatially- and
temporally-linked synapses (69) providing a mechanism by which the BLA can confer
motivational value to environmental stimuli, and thereby play a role in modulating ongoing
behavior. Numerous studies have demonstrated that dopamine-glutamate interactions are
essential for neuroplasticity within reward circuits (17), and interaction of BLA activity and
NAc dopamine is necessary for conditioned responding to reward-predictive cues (25). Further,
the BLA-NAc circuit may prove to be critical in understanding dysfunction associated with
drug addiction as recent evidence suggests that cocaine exposure leads to severe deficits in
associative learning during reversal tasks (70-72), mediated by persistent miscoding of
information within the BLA (73). Our findings complement these results and provide a means
for inflexible BLA activation to induce inappropriate reward-seeking behavior governed by
NAc output in the addicted state.
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Task, experimental protocol and behavior. (a) Schematic diagram of the behavioral task.
Animals were semi-randomly presented one of two trial types (DS or NS), each distinguished
by a unique auditory tone, and subsequent presentation of a spatially distinct lever (L1 or L2).
Each response on the DS lever resulted in sucrose pellet delivery (FR1, schedule of
reinforcement). Responses on the NS lever were never rewarded. Triangles denote lever
presses. The variable ITI (vITI) averaged 15s. (b) The test session was divided into two phases
in which delivery of either VEH or BM were microinfused into the BLA. Following Infusion
1, animals were given 60 trials (30 DS, 30 NS) and dopamine release was measured. Upon
completion, a recovery period was initiated followed by Infusion 2, completion of a second
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test session, and subsequent recovery period. (c) Animals successfully learned to discriminate
cues. Plot shows the average percentage of trials in which rats pressed the lever following DS
or NS presentation across the final six training sessions. Over the final 3 training sessions, rats
responded more on DS trials versus NS trials. * denotes p<0.05; **, denotes p<0.01.
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Reward predictive cues evoke phasic dopamine release in the NAc core. (a) Dopamine release
during one representative DS trial. (Top) Voltammetric plot (time × voltage × current) for DS
trial and (Bottom) corresponding [DA] determined by principal component analysis. Black bar
denotes DS period, dashed line denotes the DS-lever insertion, and the triangle represents the
lever press. Inset: cyclic voltammagram taken from peak [DA]. (b) Dopamine release during
one representative NS trial. (Top) Voltammetric plot (time × voltage × current) for NS trial
and (Bottom) corresponding [DA] determined by principal component analysis. Open bar
denotes NS period, and dashed line denotes NS-lever insertion. Inset: cyclic voltammagram
taken from peak [DA]. (c) Average Δ[DA] (n=7) relative to DS (black line) or NS (grey line)
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onset (at time 0) under VEH conditions. Lever extension is denoted by dashed line. Triangle
represents mean ± range of DS lever presses across all animals. (d) There was a significant
difference in the average peak [DA] between the DS and NS. Error bars show mean ± SEM;
* denotes p<0.05.
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Effects of BLA inactivation on DS-evoked behavioral responding and dopamine release. (a)
Percentage of DS trials with a DS-evoked conditioned approach response was significantly
attenuated by BM compared to VEH (n=9). (b) Percentage of DS trials with an instrumental
response was not altered by BM treatment (n=9). (c) Average Δ[DA] across NAc core
recordings (n=7) on DS trials under VEH (black line) and BM (grey line) conditions. The left
panel is aligned to DS-onset (at time 0); lever extension denoted by dashed line. The right panel
is aligned to the DS lever-press response (triangle). (d) Significant reduction in peak [DA] to
the DS following BM treatment compared to VEH (n=7). (e) No significant difference in peak
[DA] after the lever press between BLA treatments (n=7). ns denotes p>0.05; * denotes p<0.05.
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Effects of BLA inactivation on behavior and NS-evoked dopamine (a) No significant difference
in the percentage of NS trials with a cue-evoked behavioral approach toward the NS lever
(n=9). (b) No significant difference in the percentage of NS trials with an associated lever press
response (n=9). (c) Average Δ[DA] across NAc core recordings (n=7) on NS trials under VEH
(black line) and BM (grey line) conditions. White bar denotes NS period; lever extension
denoted by dashed line. (d) No significant difference in peak [DA] to the NS across BLA
treatment (n=7). ns denotes p>0.05.
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BLA inactivation does not alter VTA-evoked stimulated dopamine release in the NAc. (a)
Average Δ[DA] from NAc recordings (n=6) following VTA electrical stimulation (solid
vertical line, time 0) during VEH (black line) or BM (grey line) treatments (b) Average peak
[DA] following VTA electrical stimulation is not significantly different across BLA treatments
(n=6). Error bars show mean ± SEM; ns denotes p>0.05.
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BLA inactivation does not alter high [DA] release probability in the NAc. (a) A single trial
trace of Δ[DA]. Event-related epochs are denoted on the x-axis, divided by the solid vertical
line at DS onset (black bar denotes DS period). Dashed horizontal line represents the 40nM
threshold. (b) Prob40 significantly differs as a function of event epoch, but neither the baseline
nor DS time epochs differ across VEH or BM treatment (n=7). Error bars show mean ± SEM;
ns denotes p>0.05; * denotes p<0.05.
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